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We will demonstrate a prototype multimodal conversational AI system that will act as a receptionist in a hospital waiting room,
combining visually-grounded dialogue with social conversation. The system supports visual object conversation in the waiting room
(e.g. looking for available seats or personal belongings), task-based dialogues regarding navigation and check-in procedures in the
hospital, as well as access to the latest news, and a quiz game about coronavirus. The prototype system therefore demonstrates how to
weave together a wide range of natural, daily conversations with end users that vary in complexity; from complex visual dialogue
to chitchat and quiz games, to task-oriented domain-specific conversations. We are currently able to demonstrate the system via a
web-based interface. It will soon be deployed on the ARI robot in a hospital waiting room.
CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Natural language interfaces; • Computing methodologies → Vision for
robotics.
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INTRODUCTION

Significant research exists on combining vision and language; however, even recent work has largely focused on either
describing (captioning) an image or answering one-sided questions about their visible content [4]. Some attempts
have been made to go beyond this with images providing the stimulus or grounding for richer and more natural
conversations [4, 6]. Few examples exist, however, of visual dialogue embedded within the context of natural, social
and task-based dialogue in situated environments. The SPRING project aims to develop a Socially Assistive Robot to
support visitors to a gerontological outpatient hospital. In this context the robot must be able to communicate naturally
with users on a range of both functional and social topics, including but not limited to those concerning the shared
physical environment.
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Fig. 1. Web Interface for Social Conversation with Visual Dialogue

As a first step, we present a conversational AI system which combines social and task-based conversation with visual
dialogue regarding navigation and object detection in the shared space (Fig. 1 shows the web interface with an example).
Our system greets visitors, supports them to check-in, answers FAQs and helps users to locate key facilities and missing
objects. It also offers social support/entertainment in the form of chit-chat, a quiz and access to the latest news.
2

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system architecture (Fig. 2), is composed of three main modules; a visual perception system, a dialogue system, and
a social interaction planner. The visual perception system is implemented as a ROS action server and is based on scene
segmentation from Facebook’s Detectron2 framework1 . From the segmented scene, the goal is to build a scene graph to
capture relationships between objects such as location, adjacency, etc. Currently we use manually created scene graphs.
The Dialogue System is an extension of the award-winning social bot Alana [1], which is an ensemble of 1) functional
bots that deal with profanities, etc., and drive the conversation if it stalls; and 2) content-delivery bots that can produce
replies from different information sources, e.g., Wikipedia and News feeds. Here, the functional and News bots have
been retained and the following new domain-specific bots have been added. Task Bot handles the visual dialogue
aspects of the conversation, converting the user’s detected intent and any associated entities to a goal message that is
forwarded to the visual action server. Reception Bot supports visitors to check-in and answers FAQs, and Directions
Bot helps them find key facilities. Corona Bot provides Covid-19 information and Quiz Bot implements a quiz on this
subject. Each of the bots attempts to generate a response at every dialogue turn. The Dialogue Manager decides which
one is selected based on a priority list, with the domain-specific bots placed at the top in the order they are described
above and the remaining bots as employed by Cercas Curry et al. [1]. NLU is implemented as a combination of the
Alana system [1] and the RASA framework2 for domain-specific enquiries. We use template-based NLG for the most
part, with content retrieved only from “safe” online News sites.
The Social Interaction Planner interfaces the dialogue and vision systems, and the physical actions of the robot. Based
on the user’s detected intent, it executes a plan containing dialogue, and physical and perception actions. It comprises
1 https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2
2 https://rasa.com
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Fig. 2. System Architecture. The social interaction planner (blue blocks) interacts with the dialogue system (green blocks) through an
arbiter module. The vision module (yellow blocks) is implemented as a ROS action server within the planning framework. Based on
the user’s intent, the planner can recruit the vision module to respond to questions about the visual scene. The Arbiter tracks all the
currently running tasks and manages the communication between the conversational system, the robot and the planner.

several components (blue blocks in Fig. 2) and is based on work by Papaioannou et al. [5]. The Planner component uses
the principle of recipes and resources as described by Lemon et al. [3]. Recipes are transformed into Petri-Net Plans
(PNP) [2] for execution if, and only if, the resources are currently available (as stored in the Knowledge Base or KB).
3

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed system is a first step towards developing visually grounded conversations on a Socially Assistive robot. We
are currently working on generating the scene graphs automatically by mixing data-driven approaches with carefully
designed refining rules. The system will also be extended to handle multi-party interactions, particularly relevant given
its intended deployment on the ARI robot (https://pal-robotics-com/robots/ari) in a hospital waiting room.
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